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significant movement was lacking in England. Very important expansionist trends were
under way that were to mix in with humanist influences when they did flood into
England in the sixteenth century. The development of town life led to demands that
schools be set up by the municipal borough governments. Even though the English
towns were smaller than the bustling cities of Italy and northern Europe, they
nevertheless took steps to establish their own schools as well as undertake greater
control over such other civic affairs as trade, markets, and hospitals. This was one sign
that the urban middle classes were seeking more educational training for advancement
in civil as well as commercial careers. Private teachers, borough schools, and founda-
tions for chantry schools all gained considerable support.
The monopoly which the church had exerted over education for a thousand
years was being challenged in England as it was in the cities of northern Europe. The
right of the church foundations to license new teachers was being questioned, and the
right of parents to send their children to any school they pleased was asserted by a
statute of labourers as early as 1406.2 Outside the towns, as the gentry steadily gained
a larger place in the administrative as well as the economic life of the country, they
began to promote the spread of village and parish schools as well as joining with the
upper aristocracy in contributing to foundations which would support a priest or two
to pray for their souls and to teach school on the side.
During the fifteenth century the endowment principle in England went beyond
the medieval chantries to include foundations designed specifically for the establish-
ment of grammar schools. When wealthy individuals or groups contributed money for
the founding of schools, secular control was being exerted where church control had
been dominant before. The first of these foundations, which was the origin of the
English public schools, was instituted by William of Wykeham in 1 382 at Winchester in
connection with New College, Oxford; the second was founded at Eton in 1440 under
Henry VI in association with King's College, Cambridge. The teachers were thus not
directly responsible to church authorities, for the schools had a corporate existence
independent of church control. Boards of trustees were set up for the general
supervision of the schools, and, in some cases at least, these included representatives of
merchant or craft guilds as well as the gentry and aristocracy.
As control of grammar schools became laicized, so did the teachers themselves.
This trend reflected in part a change in the character of university education itself,
which began to shift away from the tradition that clerical training was the only
professional discipline that led to teaching. Undergraduate teaching in the colleges of
liberal arts became a career goal in and of itself. In fact, when God's House was
founded at Cambridge about 1439 William Byngham specifically intended that it
should prepare undergraduates to be teachers in the grammar schools. Such a radical
proposal, that a teaching college should in truth be also a teachers college, was,
however, nearly 500 years ahead of its time.
The usual historical judgment is that with the opening of the sixteenth century
the golden age of English humanism dawned with a remarkable succession of scholars
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